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ȮȜȞȯȾāā!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ʆʻˁ˂Ĝȹɚɣāഺළ

A message from Munetad Tamura, Gallery Tamura

෭့ჶ೨ޤચ!!!!!!!!!!!āāāāāāāāāāā!༳ێ

Butterﬂy Plate Mosaic

ǍǕǔǐ༃Ă
༳ێȯɭɂɈਗȞă
ଭȞఱȦȞɧɭɄპɬাɤਗ
Ȟɘȱȹă
ȷɈპɈێȾȦĂ
ޑɈચǍǌǌႳɅɢɥ೨ޤચ๐Ɂȳă
ᅰ༃ྡཎǓǌୈ༃ɬ॒Ȣɥঢ়ɈණĂ
ȷɦɜྡཎ८ဘɁȜɥࢤႨࣺ
ಙණɁ๐ᅰɥȭɂɉĂ
ྒɈୠɂɜȢɥ࿚ɅഊܾȱȞɂȭɧ
ȺɂૃȞɘȳă
!!!!!!!!॑ɈɜȾȧɄᆵɉĂ
ఱɈఘɅݝȥɬ೪ȢɥɜɈɁȳă
ྒɈڗโɄശ੭ࠐɬၪȾ࿚ɂྒɈઽ౬ȦॽɥఱɅޜɛɀိሆɅ
ȾȞɀ৽ȢɥȧȽȥȫɅɄɥȭɂɬࡄȽɀȞɘȳă
!!!!!!!!Ⴔ༃খ๐ɬറȫɀȞɥঢ়ɅɉഽȩɈʭɹˋȦȞɘȳă
࿄ഫ
ĪɚȥɁī
ɈޏɈޣᅕĂ
খ๐ɬฆȱɀܾܧȱɀݚȯȽȹޣᅕĂ
ݦɈઽ౬ɬᆅސȱĂ
ૅܧȳɥఱൿɈࢾᆵȦȧɄᆵɂɄɤɘȱȹă
ݦɂૅ૩ଞɈݫȫ࣌ɂɄɥɂȭɧĂ
ȷɭɄʆʻˁ˂ĜȦૐɈᆅɁȳă
வȱɁɜĂ
๙ȞȦᅰȹɂȳɦɊȧɄࡈɍɁȳă
āპɉĂ
ɘȺɘȺറȧɘȳă
ȭɦȥɣɜჂ܊ȩȤȧਗȞȩȺȯȞă

I met Junichi Umeda in 1984. As two young people, we told each other about our
various dreams. One of those dreams was this 100 plate mosaic exhibition.
I think that it is very ﬁtting that his magnum opus is being displayed here in
Hiroshima, a year from the 70th anniversary of the dropping of the atomic bomb,
and on the site of the former Bank of Japan, which itself was hit by the explosion.
Art has the great power to speak to peopleʼs hearts.
I hope that his vision and the overwhelming feeling of presence in his works give
their viewers a new opportunity to reﬂect on peace.
He has a lot of fans here in Hiroshima, where he holds exhibitions every year.
The members of the Centipede Club, those who give their support at exhibitions,
and those who understand his vision and provide support in other ways have been
a tremendous help to these endeavors.
In running my gallery, my goal has always been to provide a bridge between
artists and their supporters.
I truly hope that I have been able to help, even in some small way.
The dream continues on from here. Please follow along with us.

ɜȠǏǌ༃ɜȹȽɀȱɘȽȹăȳɓɀɅܷȞɀ୷ȺȽȹă
ચɅɢɥ୦ᅰɅჟȞʹʛʓĜʐ౯ɈȜɥ࿚ɬᄆૄȱǍ
ǌǌఱɈૅ૩ଞɬ
ၕɤ࿄ഫɈޏɬᆏȻ௫Ȭȹă
Ķ࿄ഫૌȱɀɜɦȴķȭɈᅝȦȧȺă
భၨࣅȩܾܧȱɀȩɦȹૢɅఘɢɤࠐଟȱɀȤɤɘȳă
ȭȭঢ়Ɉʆʻˁ˂ĜȹɚɣɅɉౘࣷȩɈۙޏȦȤɤĂঢ়Ɂۋɀ
ɣɦȹɂȠȞȦࣅȞăāɞȽɂவȱɈᄝഩȦݪȹȵȹȞɁȳă
ޑɈ๐Ȧঢ়ɈఱęɅɂȽɀႆɦɥȭɂɈᅰɄȞྡཎ८ဘɂȱɀ
။ശȯɦɀȞɥࢤႨࣺঢ়ૅ๑ɁᅰɥȭɂɬɂɀɜࡌȱȩૃȽɀȞɘȳă
౾ɁɄȩɂɜȭɈ࿚ɬɂȤȱɀိሆɒɈ೪ȢȦᅰɥɂఒȲɀȞɘȳă
Ăঢ়ɂറȫȹȭɈ๐ɬ૫ɉެޠɒঢ়Ȭɀȧɘȳă
ɺĜʠɈ૩ȾႨᅰɈڷჍɬவȱɁɜߤȥȵȹɣĂݦყᆀɅసȧɘȳă
ȭɈɈೝᄵɈঢ়ਛ۫ޮɬఘɢɤȤॽခȞడȱȜȬɘȳă
ɃɭɄȭɂȥɣɜᆏȻ௫ȦȽɀȧȹঢ়ɈఱęɈࣅȞఘɬఒȲɀȤɤɘȳă
ޑɈ๐Ȧࢦݿɜ࠸ɛੀɈʹʛʓĜʐɅɄɥȭɂɬࡄȽɀȞɘȳă

Itʼs already been 30 years. I still had so much to learn about everything back then.
I assembled a group of 100 people, the Centipede Club, with the goal of creating an
unusual work ‒ a large plate exhibit with a message. I am fond of the saying “Even in
death, centipedes do not fall down.”
I am thankful from the bottom of my heart to those who have steadfastly supported
me. Close to half of my supporters are at Gallery Tamura here in Hiroshima, I almost
feel like I was raised here.
Iʼm very happy to be presenting this work at a place that is unforgettable for the
people of Hiroshima, the former Hiroshima branch of the Bank of Japan, a building
that was hit by the bomb.
I believe that even in some small way, I can help make a wish for peace through this work.
After presenting this exhibit in Okinawa, and now in Hiroshima, I am next going to
take it out into the world.
I am humbled by this opportunity to bring my art to life.
I give my condolences for the devastating rain damage of the past month.
I have faith in the ability of the people of Hiroshima to overcome any tragedy.
I hope this exhibit brings comfort to the spirits of this city, both present and past.

Junichi Umeda

